2022 Author Impact Report

Based on the results of our 2022 author survey*

Working with us

93% had a positive experience working with our editors
95% say the edits that were given to them were helpful
93% are very likely to recommend that a colleague write for us

“The clarity and connections you brought to our essay has helped make our research relevant and accessible to a very different (and much larger) audience. There is so much magic and expertise a great editor brings to work, and it rarely goes acknowledged.”

Professor Shahzeen Attari, Indiana University

Impact of writing with us

18% used articles or metrics as part of grant or funding
21% influenced policy by a decision maker

14% were invited to speak or present at a conference
45% received a request to be interviewed by a radio outlet
40% received a request to be interviewed by a print outlet

18% received a request to be interviewed by a TV outlet

26% saw an increase in citations of their scholarly articles
43% had opportunities for other academic collaboration

*Information provided to us by 659 authors